Abstract-The physical layer of future wireless networks will be based on novel radio technologies such as UWB and MIMO. One of the important capabilities of such technologies is the ability to capture a few packets simultaneously. This capability has the potential to improve the performance of the MAC layer. However, we show that in networks with spatially distributed nodes, reusing backoff mechanisms originally designed for narrow-band systems (e.g., CSMA/CA) is inefficient. It is well known that when networks with spatially distributed nodes operate with such MAC protocols, the channel may be captured by nodes that are near the destination, leading to unfairness. We show that when the physical layer enables multipacket reception, the negative implications of reusing the legacy protocols include not only such unfairness, but also a significant throughput reduction. We present alternative backoff mechanisms and evaluate their performance via Markovian analysis, approximations, and simulation. We show that our alternative backoff mechanisms can improve both overall throughput and fairness.
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INTRODUCTION
F UTURE wireless communications technologies, such as Ultra-Wideband (UWB), have several characteristics that set them apart from other wireless communications technologies. One of these characteristics is the ability to capture a few packets simultaneously [53] , [56] . A Multipacket Reception (MPR) capability at the physical layer calls for the design of new Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols that are tailored for this capability [20] , [53] . The combination of MPR at the physical layer and a tailored MAC layer has the potential to significantly improve the network's performance [17] . Yet, recent proposals for MAC protocols for UWB networks (e.g., [14] , [15] , [39] ) do not specifically address the potential MPR capability. Moreover, although a number of previous works provided important insights regarding the effects of MPR, some of the important characteristics of the physical layer and the need for distributed operation have not been fully considered yet. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on studying the design considerations of distributed MAC protocols for wireless networks with spatially distributed nodes and MPR capability.
The design of MAC protocols for wireless networks has received tremendous attention in the last four decades [6] , [49] . A basic underlying assumption in the design and evaluation of legacy MAC protocols (e.g., Aloha) was that any concurrent transmission of two or more packets results in a collision and failure of all packets. This assumption does not reflect the actual situation in many wireless communications systems in which the packet with the strongest power level can be received successfully (captured) in the presence of contending transmissions. This capture effect has been extensively studied in the past [1] , [2] , [23] , [24] , [26] , [27] , [30] , [32] , [36] , [45] , [50] , [59] (for more details, see Section 2) .
Some communications systems are capable of capturing more than a single packet. Such a capability is known as Multipacket Reception capability. Previous research regarding MPR includes the works of Ghez et al. [20] , [21] who studied the stability properties of slotted aloha with MPR; Tong et al. [37] , [53] , [56] , [57] who proposed MAC protocols that take into account the MPR capability; and Nguyen et al. [43] who considered the SINR capture model of [59] in the context of MPR systems (for more details, see Section 2) . Despite the recent interest in the area of MPR, numerous research challenges still exist [17] . In particular, little has been done toward the design of distributed algorithms that work effectively with spatially distributed nodes.
Under existing backoff mechanisms (e.g., CSMA/CA, used in IEEE 802.11), once a node transmits and senses a collision, it increases its contention window (i.e., decreases the transmission probability). On the other hand, following a successful transmission, it decreases the contention window. We refer to such an operation model as the Standard Model. It is well known that the Standard Model may be unfair and can cause starvation to some of the nodes [3] , [4] , [18] , [42] . The unfairness phenomenon is more pronounced in networks with spatially distributed nodes, since the received signals from the distant nodes are usually weaker than the signals from the nearby nodes. This may lead to starvation of distant nodes because once a nearby node captures the channel, it increases its transmission probability hence continuing to capture the channel. On the other hand, the distant nodes that failed to capture the channel will decrease their transmission probability further reducing their chances to succeed.
In networks with MPR capability, operating according to the standard backoff mechanism leads not only to unfairness, but also to significant throughput reduction. Fig. 1 illustrates an example in which one nearby node and four distant nodes attempt to transmit. 1 In a typical scenario, the packet of the nearby node is captured and the others are lost due to their relatively low power levels. Accordingly, the nearby node maintains a small contention window, while the distant nodes maintain relatively large contention windows. Hence, a nearby node that captures the channel may starve several distant nodes, whose transmissions could have been captured simultaneously. In other words, instead of a potential throughput of four packets, this system has a throughput of one packet.
The above example suggests that in a network with MPR, a distributed backoff protocol should attain some fairness as an avenue to achieving higher network throughput. One possibility is to somehow increase the transmission probabilities of distant (usually failing) nodes while decreasing the transmission probabilities of nearby (usually successful) nodes. Due to the spatial distribution, the number of remote nodes is usually considerably larger than that of nearby nodes. Therefore, since a few packets can be captured simultaneously, allowing a higher transmission probability to distant nodes can increase the network throughput.
To achieve this, we define an Alternative Model in which a node decreases its transmission probability following success and increases it following failure. In order to evaluate the Standard and Alternative Models, we define a simple MAC protocol, referred to as the Generic Distributed Probabilistic (GDP) protocol. 2 Under this protocol, each node selects one of two transmission probabilities according to its success history. We study the performance of the GDP protocol through Markovian analysis, approximations, and simulations. Our analysis considers a single receiver (e.g., a base station) and multiple transmitters. We note that in this setting, a distributed solution is not strictly necessary. However, we focus on the design of randomized (and hence, distributed) access mechanisms that can ultimately be of use in a multihop setting where a centralized solution is less appealing. We also note that although we focus on controlling the transmission probability, other mechanisms, such as power control [29] , [33] , [34] , [40] , [50] , can also be utilized in an MPR setting. However, power control mechanisms require sophisticated feedback and complex transmitters that can adjust the transmit power level dynamically on a per-packet basis. Although such mechanisms are appropriate for cellular networks, they may be more difficult to adapt to wireless (ad hoc and sensor) networks. Moreover, in a multihop setting in which a transmitter may interfere with transmissions destined to a number of receivers, the distributed power control problem is a challenging open problem even for the single-packet reception case [41] .
The main contribution of this work is the thorough performance evaluation of simple generic MAC protocols in a way that enables us to gain important insights regarding the correct operating point when the network is capable of MPR. While the idea of using feedback from the channel to tune a backoff algorithm is not new, our work exploits this idea in the context of networks with spatially distributed nodes capable of MPR and shows that the tuning has to be done differently than in legacy systems capable of singlepacket reception. In particular, we provide extensive numerical results that demonstrate that the Alternative Model outperforms the Standard Model both in terms of throughput and fairness in a wide range of network scenarios. This implies that one cannot directly reuse backoff mechanisms (e.g., CSMA/CA) designed for narrow-band systems in networks with MPR capability. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly review related work, and in Section 3, we describe the system model and the generic protocol. In Section 4, we provide an example that motivates the study of the Alternative Model and the GDP protocol. In Section 5, we present an analysis of the GDP protocol in a fading-free environment, and in Section 6, we extend our analysis to a fading environment. We use the GDP protocol to demonstrate the basic need to redesign the backoff mechanisms for networks with MPR capability. However, the GDP protocol is rather simplistic. Hence, in Section 7, we briefly discuss a more practical implementation of the basic idea using a simple contention window backoff mechanism similar to that used in IEEE 802.11 systems. We present an extensive numerical analysis of both the GDP protocol and the window backoff mechanism in Section 8. Fig. 1 . Nodes distributed in a plane and a single receiver with a multipacket reception capability. Five nodes transmit simultaneously. The high-power signal from the nearby node results in failure of the four transmissions from the distant nodes. Due to the multipacket reception capability, if the nearby node does not transmit, these four transmissions can be captured.
1. For simplicity of the example, we consider only power attenuation and ignore fading.
2. We note that our objective is to gain understanding of the effects of MPR. Therefore, this protocol does not deal with many practical challenges.
focuses on the effect of capture on the design of MAC protocols. Early work in this area includes [40] , [48] , [50] that studied the perfect capture model in which the packet with the strongest received power is captured. A more accurate SINR-based capture model in which a single packet is captured if the SINR is above a given threshold (see Section 3) was studied in [2] , [12] , [28] , [30] . A detailed review of the work in this field prior to 1993 can be found in Linnartz's book [32] , where many variations of the SINR model have been analyzed. Subsequent works [27] , [29] , [33] , [59] , [61] extended the results regarding the capture model and determined transmission probabilities and power control schemes for various scenarios. In particular, Zorzi and Rao [59] analyzed an Aloha system with Rayleigh fading and capture. In Section 6, we build on their results in order to analyze systems with MPR capability. As [43] , [60] pointed out, in general, the extension of the results of [59] to networks with MPR capability is not immediate.
Recent work about capture focused mostly on studying its effect on IEEE 802.11 (CSMA/CA) networks. In particular, Hadzi-Velkov and Spasenovski [23] , [24] , [25] extended the model of Bianchi [5] to networks with capture. The effects of different distances and different power levels have been studied in [36] , [45] . As mentioned above, it has been shown in [3] , [4] , [18] , [42] that the operation of IEEE 802.11 (CSMA/CA) networks may result in unfairness which is partially due to the capture effect.
Most of the work mentioned above focused on networks in which at most a single packet can be captured at any given time. The introduction of new technologies such as UWB motivated recent research regarding MPR systems in which more than a single packet can be captured. Early work in this area includes the work of Ghez et al. [20] , [21] in which the channel was modeled such that the number of successfully received packets is a random variable which depends on the number of simultaneous transmissions. In [20] , [21] , the effect of this MPR model on the Aloha protocol with adaptive transmission probabilities was studied. Collision resolution algorithms for networks with MPR capability that follow the model of [20] were studied in [31] . Optimal-centralized scheduling algorithms for TDMA networks with multiple channels and MPR capability were studied in [11] . Finally, the SINR capture model in which more than a single packet can be captured was studied in [26] where mostly asymptotic results were provided.
More recently, the authors of [10] , [19] , [35] , [46] revisited the model of Ghez et al. [20] . In particular, Peh et al. [46] proposed an improved retransmission control scheme that utilizes additional feedback, MacKenzie and Wicker [35] have taken a game theoretic approach, Chan and Berger [10] analyzed an extension of the CSMA protocol, and Gau and Chen [19] proposed a multicast polling scheme based on channel state predictions. Tong et al. [37] , [38] , [53] , [56] , [57] used the model of [20] and extended the analysis in various directions. For example, Zhao and Tong [56] , [57] designed new MAC protocols for networks with MPR capability that determine the set of nodes which are allowed to transmit based on the channel history and the QoS constraints.
A different approach is based on the SINR capture model. For example, Nguyen et al. [44] derived expressions for capture probability for both narrow-band (single capture) and wideband (MPR) communication systems. Luo and Ephremides [34] showed that in MPR networks, the single power level system achieves optimal throughput. Finally, the performance of slotted Aloha was analyzed in a singlehop MPR setting [16] and a multihop MPR setting [13] .
In a series of recent papers, Garcia-Luna-Aceves et al. [17] , [54] , [55] studied the effect of various MPR models on the network capacity and energy efficiency. The results in [17] , [55] are mostly asymptotic results that extend the results of [22] , while Wang and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [54] provided a joint routing and scheduling approach.
Cross-layer approaches that considered the design of MAC protocols for MPR networks have been discussed in a number of recent papers. Particularly, Zheng et al. [58] proposed a physical layer MPR technique and the corresponding MAC layer which closely follows the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol, Shekhar and Ingram [51] modeled an Aloha network with MPR capability above an OFDMA physical layer. In addition, Casari et al. [7] studied MAC design issues taking into account the implications of a multiuser detection scheme using multiple antennas, and Realp and Perez-Neira [47] proposed a joint design of physical and MAC layers that exchange relevant parameters.
Despite the recent interest in the area of MPR, the design of MAC protocols that take into account the specific characteristics of an MPR network operating according to the SINR capture model received limited attention. Moreover, little has been done toward the design of distributed algorithms that work effectively with spatially distributed nodes. In this paper, we focus on the design considerations of MAC protocols that are tailored for MPR and can remedy the throughput reduction and fairness problems arising from reusing legacy MAC protocols in networks with spatially distributed nodes.
3 SYSTEM MODEL AND A GENERIC PROTOCOL
Preliminaries and Model
Consider n spatially distributed nodes that communicate with a single receiver (e.g., a base station or an access point) over a slotted channel. We assume that the packets are oneslot long and the transmit power is constant (denoted by P T ). We assume that the propagation model includes path loss and Rayleigh fading (i.e., there exist independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading channels between the nodes and the receiver). In such a model, the received power of a transmission from node i, located at distance r i from the receiver, is given by [26] , [59] :
where R is a Rayleigh distributed random variable with unit power (R 2 $ Exponentialð1Þ), is the power loss exponent (typically between 2 and 6), and K is the attenuation constant. We note that when we analyze systems without fading, we assume that R ¼ 1.
We use the SINR capture model [30] , [32] , [43] , [59] , defined below (also known as the Physical Model [22] and the power capture model [26] ).
Definition 1 (SINR capture model). Given k simultaneous transmissions, the packet of node i is captured (successfully decoded) at the receiver if
where z is the capture threshold ratio and N is the background noise.
The background noise power level is usually much lower than the power level of the interference, and therefore, it will be neglected. For single-packet reception narrow-band systems 1 z 10, whereas for wideband Multipacket Reception systems (e.g., CDMA and UWB) z < 1 [26] , [43] . Since we focus on the MPR capability, we assume that z < 1. The maximum number of simultaneously successful transmissions is denoted by c. From (2), it can be seen that the maximum number of packets will be captured, if there are c equal received power packets at the receiver. Hence, c ¼ d1=ze.
3
In Section 4, we will present a simple motivating example. For that example, we will consider a simpler system that operates according to the vulnerability circle model (also known as the Protocol Model [22] ), defined below.
Definition 2 (Vulnerability circle capture model [1] , [48] ).
A transmission from distance r is successful, if there are no simultaneous transmissions within a disk of radius r ð >1Þ around the receiver.
We analyze the performance of the system in various scenarios. In particular, we consider the node distribution models, defined below. 4 We note that Fig. 2 illustrates an example of nodes deployed according to the rings model.
Definition 3 (Rings model)
. n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n L nodes are located on L rings around the receiver ð P L i¼1 n i ¼ nÞ. The radii of these rings are denoted by r 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r L , respectively.
Definition 4 (Disk model [30] , [32] , [59] ). n nodes are randomly distributed in a disk of radius r d and the Probability Density Function (PDF) of a node's distance from the receiver ðrÞ is denoted by fðrÞ.
In Section 3.2, we will present a generic protocol in which the transmission attempts are random. When analyzing this protocol, we denote the failure probability of a packet transmitted by a node located at distance r from the receiver by p f ðrÞ and the probability of transmission by ðrÞ. The throughput of a node at distance r is denoted by SðrÞ and is defined as the expected number of successfully received packets per slot for that node. The overall throughput is the expected number of successfully received packets per slot throughout the system and is denoted by S.
Finally, in order to enable analytic performance evaluation, we make two assumptions that have been extensively used in previous works (see the reviews in [6] , [49] ). First, there exists a simple immediate and reliable feedback mechanism that provides the node an acknowledgement if its attempt succeeded. Second, the nodes are saturated. Namely, at each node, there is always a packet to send.
Generic Distributed Probabilistic (GDP) Protocol
We now define the GDP protocol. The analysis and performance evaluation of this protocol are later used to demonstrate the need to redesign MAC protocols for networks with MPR capability. Since we focus on the effects of MPR, the protocol does not deal with many practical issues and is far from providing a complete MAC solution (such as provided, for instance, by IEEE 802.11). The operation of a node under the GDP protocol is described in the state diagram in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that a node can be in two states: AS-After Success and AF-After Failure. Transitions may take place after a transmission attempt. A node moves into the AS (AF) state following a successful (failed) transmission of a packet by that node. Since transitions take place after an attempt, a node does not change its state following an idle slot.
The GDP protocol can be viewed as a two-state Aloha system that dynamically adjusts the transmission probability of each node according to its success history. When a node is in the AS (AF) state, it transmits with probability p ts (p tf ) at each slot, disregarding the status of the channel. The protocol is generic in the sense that it can be evaluated under any combination of p ts and p tf . A high p ts value corresponds to maintaining a small contention window following a successful attempt in the traditional backoff mechanisms such as the one used in IEEE 802.11. Similarly, a low p tf value corresponds to maintaining a large contention window following a failure. Hence, for a large value of p ts and a small value of p tf , the protocol captures, in a very simplistic sense, the dynamic and adaptive operation of traditional backoff mechanisms. Accordingly, we refer to the operation of the GDP protocol with p ts > p tf as the Standard Model and the operation with p tf > p ts as the 3. In [26] , the capture equation (2) is defined with an equality, and therefore, there:
Alternative Model. We will show that although the Standard Model may achieve good throughput in networks with single-packet reception, and in networks with MPR capability and spatially distributed nodes, the Alternative Model usually yields higher throughput than the Standard Model. 5 
A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we analyze the performance of the GDP protocol in a simplistic scenario by an approximation method. We consider n nodes distributed according to the disk model. Unlike in the rest of the paper, we assume that the system operates according to the vulnerability circle model, defined in Definition 2. According to this model, the receiver can capture a single packet. Yet, even this case provides some insight into the performance of the Standard and Alternative Models.
We first introduce an assumption that enables the derivation of approximate results. 6 Definition 5 (Independence assumption). The probability that a packet transmitted by a node at distance r is lost, p f ðrÞ, is constant and is independent of the number of retransmissions suffered.
In general, when a node transmits a packet, the probability that it is lost (due to collisions) depends on other transmissions during that slot. However, similar independence assumptions have been made in the analyses of IEEE 802.11 (while taking into account the dependence on r [36] or ignoring it [5] ). When the number of nodes is large, the independence assumption is likely to hold. Indeed, in [8,
Chapter 5], we have shown via exact analysis and simulation that results based on this assumption provide a good approximation. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that a node changes its state from AS to AF, if it attempts to transmit and fails. Under the independence assumption, the probability of such a transition for a node at distance r is p ts p f ðrÞ. Similarly, a node changes its state from AF to AS, if it attempts and succeeds (i.e., with probability p tf ð1 À p f ðrÞÞ). Hence, the state of a specific node is described by a two-state Markov chain with the above transition probabilities. The steady-state probabilities of states AS and AF for a node at distance r can be found to be:
Accordingly, the overall transmission probability of a node at distance r is given by
A transmission from a node at distance r fails, if at least one node among the n À 1 other nodes transmits from within a disk of radius r around the receiver. Under the independence assumption, the probability of this event is
Accordingly, the throughput of a node at distance r is SðrÞ ¼ ðrÞð1 À p f ðrÞÞ and the overall throughput is S ¼ n R rd 0 SðrÞfðrÞdr. For a given probability density function fðrÞ, (3) and (4) can be solved numerically as a system of nonlinear equations to obtain approximate values of p f ðrÞ and ðrÞ for discrete values of r. Using these values, one can numerically compute S.
We used this method to obtain numerical results for various cases. For example, for n ¼ 12, ¼ 2, and fðrÞ ¼ 2r 8r 2 ð0; 1Þ (Uniform distribution of the nodes in a disk of radius 1), Fig. 4 presents the values of ðrÞ and SðrÞ for two combinations of p ts and p ts . One combination represents a Standard Model, while the other represents an Alternative Model.
It can be seen that under the Alternative Model, the transmission probabilities ðrÞ of the distant nodes are higher than the transmission probabilities of the nearby nodes. Furthermore, the transmission probabilities of the distant nodes in the Alternative Model are higher than those of the Standard Model. This leads to a system that is more fair than the one managed by the Standard Model and that provides similar throughput values to the nodes regardless of their location. In the Alternative Model, the throughput does not decay much with the distance, whereas in the Standard Model, the throughput of distant nodes is significantly less than that of nearby nodes. Since the number of distant nodes is significantly larger than the number of nearby nodes, the overall throughput in both models is similar.
To conclude, this example demonstrates that even in a case of single-packet reception capability, the Alternative Model achieves more fair results for distant nodes and can potentially provide better throughput characteristics than the Standard Model. We naturally expect this to hold even more strongly in systems with MPR capability. Hence, in the following sections, we will provide exact and approximate analysis of the GDP protocol in various settings under 5. There are some cases in which the Standard Model outperforms the Alternative Model. For example, when there is a single node in the network, the Standard Model is preferable.
6. This assumption will also be used in Section 6.
the assumption of MPR capability. We will show by numerical analysis that the Alternative Model yields more fair results and usually higher throughput compared to the Standard Model.
RINGS MODEL WITHOUT FADING
In this section, we analyze the GDP protocol under the rings model in a system that operates according to the SINR capture model without fading. We provide exact and approximate results. We have used the exact results in order to check the accuracy of the approximation method and our simulation model (described in Section 8).
Two Rings-Exact Analysis
We first provide exact results for the specific case of nodes distributed on two rings. In the following sections, we will provide approximate results for more general scenarios. Consider n 1 and n 2 nodes distributed on two rings whose radii are r 1 and r 2 . Using (1) and (2), it can be seen that if r
Þ, the n 2 nodes on the ring at r 2 cannot generate enough interference to cause failure to a transmission from a node on the ring at r 1 (even if there are c À 1 other transmissions from r 1 ). A simplification yields the following observation:
, then transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 2 cannot cause failures to packets transmitted from the nodes on the ring at r 1 .
The following can also be obtained from (1) and (2):
< z, then a transmission from a node at r 2 can be captured only when all the nodes at r 1 are silent. For example, for z ¼ 0:2, ¼ 4, r 1 ¼ 1, and r 2 ¼ 2, the condition in Observation 1 implies that n 2 < 16. In order to facilitate the exact analysis, we assume that the conditions presented in the observations above hold. Under these conditions, there is partial independence in the system.
We describe the evolution of the system under the GDP protocol by a two-dimensional Markov chain whose states are denoted by ði; jÞ. i and j denote the number of nodes on the rings at r 1 and r 2 , respectively, that are in the AF state. Accordingly, the number of states in the chain is ðn 1 þ 1Þðn 2 þ 1Þ. An example of part of such a Markov chain is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Each arrow represents a possible transition between states ði; jÞ and ðl; mÞ that has some transition probability ðP ði;jÞ!ðl;mÞ Þ associated with it. We group the transition probabilities according to the type of change (positive, negative, or none) in each of the two dimensions. For example, one group includes the transition probabilities for which l > i and m > j, while another group includes the probabilities for which l < i and m ¼ j. Considering all the possible combinations of changes results in nine groups of transition probabilities. Below, we describe the derivation of these probabilities in three demonstrative cases.
Case I. The first case is the probability that the number of nodes on the ring at r 1 which are in the AF state decreases from i to l and that the number of nodes on the ring at r 2 which are in the AF state decreases from j to m. In order for the number of nodes in the AF state to decrease from i to l, some nodes at r 1 have to transmit. Due to the assumption that the condition presented in Observation 2 holds, the nodes on the ring at r 2 cannot succeed, if any node on the ring at r 1 transmits. Therefore, the number of nodes in the AF state cannot be simultaneously reduced on both rings. Hence, for l < i and m < j, P ði;jÞ!ðl;mÞ ¼ 0.
Case II. The second case, appearing in (5), is the probability that the number of nodes on the ring at r 1 which are in the AF state increases by s (s ¼ 4 l À i > 0) and the number of nodes on the ring at r 2 which are in the AF state increases by k (k ¼ 4 m À j > 0). Due to the assumption that the condition presented in Observation 1 holds, transmissions by the nodes on the ring at r 2 cannot cause failures to packets of the nodes on the ring at r 1 . Moreover, simultaneous transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 1 are successful as long as the number of these transmissions is at most c. Therefore, when l c, the number of nodes in the AF state cannot increase to l, and hence, if l c, P ði;jÞ!ðl;mÞ ¼ 0.
On the other hand, if l ! c þ 1, the transition probability is positive and we have to consider two subcases. The first subcase is for s c and is described in the second line of (5) (in Fig. 5 , an example of this subcase for c ¼ 5 is the transition from the state ð4; 6Þ to the state ð6; 7Þ). In such a case, there should be s transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 1 that are in the AS state (there are n 1 À i such nodes) in order for these nodes to move from the AS state to the AF state. Moreover, in order for these nodes to fail, there should be more than c transmissions from nodes on the ring at r 1 . This requires that there would be at least c þ 1 À s transmissions from the i nodes in the AF state. Since nodes on the ring at r 1 certainly transmit in this subcase, the transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 2 always fail. Hence, there should be k transmissions from the n 2 À j nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AS state in order to increase the number of nodes in the AF state by k.
The second subcase is for s ! c þ 1 and described in the third line of (5) (in this subcase, l ! c þ 1 always holds, since l ¼ s þ i). Similarly to the subcase described above, there should be s transmissions from the n 1 À i nodes on the ring at r 1 that are in the AS state. The transition probability is independent of the transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 1 that are in the AF state. This is due to the fact that s ! c þ 1 which implies that there are already more than c transmissions from the nodes in the AS state on the ring at r 1 . These transmissions will fail whether or not there is a transmission from the nodes in the AF state. Similar to the previous case, there should be k transmissions from the n 2 À j nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AS state in order to increase the number of nodes in the AF state by k.
Case III. The third case, appearing in (6) , is the probability that the number of nodes on the ring at r 1 which are in the AF state does not change and that the number of nodes on the ring at r 2 which are in the AF state decreases by k (k ¼ 4 j À m > 0). This happens when there are k successful transmissions from the j nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AF state. Since the maximum number of simultaneously successful transmissions is c, P ði;jÞ!ðl;mÞ ¼ 0 for k ! c þ 1.
For k c, in order for the transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 2 to succeed, there should be no transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 1 . The term ð1 À p ts Þ n 1 Ài ð1 À p tf Þ i in (6) represents this requirement. There should be k transmissions from the j nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AF state and at most minðc À k; n 2 À jÞ transmissions from the n 2 À j nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AS state. If n 2 À j c À k, then the transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AS state do not affect the other nodes on r 2 . However, if n 2 À j > c À k, then the number of transmissions from the nodes in the AS state should be limited to c À k in order not to affect the success of the nodes in the AF state. In Fig. 5 , an example of this case for c ¼ 5 with k c and n 2 À j ¼ c À k is the transition probability from the state ð4; 6Þ to the state ð4; 5Þ.
For brevity, the equations representing the other six transition probabilities are omitted (they can be found in [8, Chapter 5] ). Note that for n 1 c, the state of the system can be represented by a one-dimensional Markov chain whose states denote the number of nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AF state (the transition probabilities of this one-dimensional Markov chain can be found in [8, Appendix B]). It can be shown that by letting i ¼ 0 and l ¼ 0, the two-dimensional Markov chain, described above, reduces to this one-dimensional Markov chain. Furthermore, for the simpler case in which all the nodes are at the same distance from the receiver (e.g., for n 1 ¼ 0), the state of the system can be represented by a one-dimensional Markov chain whose states denote the number of nodes in the AF state. Such a system was analyzed in [49, Chapter 3.3] , where nodes after failed transmission attempts were termed backlogged nodes. When all the nodes are on a single ring, our two-dimensional Markov chain reduces to the Markov chain of [49] .
Given the transition probabilities, the steady-state probabilities (denoted by pði; jÞ) can be obtained by solving a set of linear equations. Once the steady-state probabilities are obtained, the throughput of the system can be calculated as follows: We denote by S rg ðm; iÞ the overall throughput of the nodes on a ring that has m nodes, of which i are in the AF state. Assuming that there is a single ring: 
The two summations are for the nodes at the two states (f is the index for the nodes at AF and s is for the nodes at AS).
Since at most c packets can be captured simultaneously, the summations are bounded not only by the number of nodes in the relevant state, but also by c and c À f. Due to our assumptions, the success of nodes on the ring at r 1 is not affected by transmissions of nodes at r 2 , and therefore, the throughput of these nodes can be computed as if there is a single ring. Moreover, nodes on the ring at r 2 succeed only if nodes on r 1 are silent. Therefore, in such a case, the nodes on r 2 can be treated as nodes on a single ring. Accordingly, the overall throughput is given by
where ð1 À p ts Þ n 1 Ài ð1 À p tf Þ i is the probability that the nodes on r 1 are silent.
Multiple Rings-Approximate Analysis
The exact analysis is quite cumbersome even for two rings. Hence, we present an approximation method that allows us to obtain results for a large number of rings. When the conditions in observations 1 and 2 are satisfied, the state of the nodes at r 1 is independent of the actions of nodes at r 2 . Nodes at r 1 are, of course, not independent of each other. The dependence of the nodes at r 2 on the nodes at r 1 is limited to the event that "no transmission occurs from nodes at r 1 ." Assuming that such a partial independence between the rings exists even in a system with multiple rings, we now develop a method in which we use different Markov chains to characterize the states of the nodes on the different rings. The state of each Markov chain is the number of nodes in the AF state on that ring. Within the rings, these Markov chains capture the dependence between the nodes. The interaction between the rings is captured by the following independence assumption: Definition 6 (Interring independence assumption). For a node on a ring at r j , the probability that a node on the ring at r i ði 6 ¼ jÞ transmits (ðr i Þ) is constant and is independent of the states of the nodes on the rings at r h ðh 6 ¼ iÞ.
In general, the probability that a node transmits depends on its success history and the operations of the other nodes. However, as mentioned above, similar independence assumptions have been made in the analyses of IEEE 802.11 [5] , [36] . We note that since we assume that there is dependence between the nodes on each ring, the assumption is weaker than the assumptions made in the past and in Definition 5. We wish to limit the possible interactions between the different rings, and thereby, between the different Markov chains. Namely, we want that for a ring at r i , the effective ðr j Þ 8 r j > r i will be zero. For example, if the condition in Observation 1 holds, the nodes at r 1 are not affected by transmissions at r 2 . Therefore, in the derivation of the Markov chain of the ring at r 1 , we can assume that ðr 2 Þ ¼ 0. In order to limit the interactions, the conditions at observations 1 and 2 have to hold in addition to a number of other conditions. In the following observations, we demonstrate the conditions for the case of three rings. We then outline the results for this case.
The following observation is derived from (1) and (2) in a very similar way to the derivation of Observation 1:
, then transmissions from the nodes on the ring at r 3 cannot cause failures to packets transmitted from the nodes on the ring at r 2 .
Using (1) and (2), it can be seen that if r
Þ holds, the n 2 and n 3 nodes on the rings at r 2 and r 3 cannot generate enough interference to cause failure to a transmission from a node on the ring at r 1 (even if there are c À 1 other transmissions from r 1 ). A simplification yields the following observation: Observation 4. If n 2 < ðr 2 =r 1 Þ ðz À1 À c þ 1Þ À n 3 ðr 2 =r 3 Þ , then transmissions from the nodes on the rings at r 2 and r 3 cannot cause failures to packets transmitted from the nodes on the ring at r 1 .
The following observation can be obtained in a similar way to Observation 2:
Observation 5. If ðr 2 =r 3 Þ < z, then a transmission from a node at r 3 can be captured only when all the nodes at r 2 and at r 1 are silent.
For example, for z ¼ 0:2 and ¼ 4, the values r 1 ¼ 1, r 2 ¼ 2, r 3 ¼ 4, n 2 15, and n 3 15 satisfy the conditions in Observations 1-5. Assuming that the conditions in Observations 1-5 are satisfied, we obtain the transition probabilities of the Markov chains as follows: For a Markov chain of a given ring, there are three possible transitions in every time slot: the number of nodes in the AF state can increase, decrease, or stay the same. We associate a transition probability with each of these events. For brevity, we provide two demonstrative cases (the complete description can be found in [8] ).
The first case is a transition probability for the Markov chain of the nodes at r 1 . Recall that due to our assumptions, nodes on the ring at r 1 are not affected by nodes on other rings. Specifically, we denote by P i!ðiÀsÞ , the probability that the number of nodes in the AF state decreases from i to i À s. In this case, there are 0 < s i successful transmissions from the i nodes that are in the AF state. Since the maximum number of simultaneously successful transmissions is c, for s ! c þ 1, P i!ðiÀsÞ ¼ 0. If s c, then there should be s transmissions from the i nodes in the AF state and up to c À s transmissions from the n 1 À i nodes in the AS state. Accordingly, for s c:
The second case, appearing in (9), is a transition probability for the Markov chain of the ring at r 2 . It is the probability that the number of nodes in the AF state increases from j to m. This can happen due to k (k ¼ 4 m À j) failed transmissions from the n 2 À j nodes that are in the AS state. If m c, nodes at r 2 fail only if there is at least one transmission from the ring at r 1 . Under the Interring Independence Assumption, this happens with probability ð1 À ð1 À ðr 1 ÞÞ n1 Þ, where ðr 1 Þ is the expected transmission probability of a node on the ring at r 1 computed using the Markov chain of that ring. When m ! c þ 1, in addition to the failures due to the transmissions from the ring at r 1 , nodes on the ring at r 2 can fail, if there are more than c transmissions from that ring. This second contribution occurs when there is no transmission from the ring at r 1 , k transmissions from the n 1 À i nodes on the ring at r 2 that are in the AS state, and at least c þ 1 À k transmissions from the i nodes at r 2 that are in the AF state. If k ! c þ 1, all the transmissions from the ring at r 2 will fail. In this case, the transition probability is the probability that k nodes in the AS state will transmit.
Due to the decoupling between the Markov chains, the approximation method is significantly easier to formulate than the exact method presented in Section 5.1. In particular, the derivations of the transition probabilities in the Markov chains of the different rings are very similar to each other. Given the transition probabilities, the steadystate probabilities of each of these Markov chains (p 1 ðiÞ, p 2 ðjÞ, and p 3 ðhÞ) can be obtained by solving a set of linear equations. Once they are obtained, the throughput of the system can be obtained in a similar way to the derivation of (8) and by using S rg ðm; iÞ (defined in (7)). It is given by the following expression which is explained in detail below:
X Due to the Interring Independence Assumption, the probability of having i, j, and h nodes in the AF states on the rings at r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 , respectively, is p 1 ðiÞp 2 ðjÞp 3 ðhÞ. Due to our assumptions, the nodes on the ring at r 1 are not affected by the nodes on other rings, and therefore, their throughput can be computed using S rg ðm; iÞ as if there is a single ring. Nodes on the ring at r 2 succeed, only if the nodes at r 1 are silent (the probability of this event is ð1 À p ts Þ n 1 Ài ð1 À p tf Þ i ). Similarly, the nodes at r 3 succeed, only if the nodes on the rings at r 1 and r 2 are silent (i.e., with probability ð1 À p ts Þ n1þn2ÀiÀj ð1 À p tf Þ iþj ). We verified the accuracy of the approximation by comparing its results for the two rings case with the exact results. While the results for the n 1 ¼ 1, n 2 ¼ 5 and n 1 ¼ 2, n 2 ¼ 10 cases were the same up to three decimal places, the results for the n 1 ¼ 6, n 2 ¼ 10 case were within 1.6 percent of the exact results. We also compared the approximate results for the three rings case to results obtained by the simulation model described in Section 8. In all the considered cases, the approximate results were within 2.2 percent of the simulation results.
RINGS MODEL WITH FADING
We continue to study the performance of the GDP protocol under the rings model. Unlike in the previous section, we now assume that the propagation model includes Rayleigh fading. This assumption allows us to obtain approximate results for a large number of rings without using Markov chains. We also use the independence assumption which was introduced in Definition 5. Under this assumption, the transmission probability of a node at distance r was derived in (3) . Recall that in the rings model, there are n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n L nodes on rings of radii r 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r L , respectively. In such a case, (3) can be rewritten as follows to provide the transmission probability of a node on the ring at r i :
We define p c;j ðr i jr 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r L ; k 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k L Þ as the probability that a packet from a node at distance r i is captured, given that there are j interferers distributed such that there are k 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k i ; . . . ; k L interferers at distances r 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r i ; . . . ; r L , respectively (j ¼ P L m¼1 k m ). 7 Using the approximation assumption and considering all possible interferer configurations, we derive in (11) the failure probability of a transmission from distance r i for all the values of i. 8 In order to be able to numerically solve the set of 2L nonlinear equations, given by (10) and (11), we now need to obtain p c;j ðr i jr 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r L ; k 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k L Þ.
In order to derive p c;j ðr i jr 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r L ; k 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k L Þ, we apply a result of Zorzi and Rao [59] who analyzed an Aloha system with Rayleigh fading and capture. We define p c;j ðr 0 jr 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r j Þ as the probability that the packet from a node at distance r 0 is captured in the presence of j other transmissions from distances r 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r j . It is given in [59] as
Using (12) and combining the terms with the same distance, we obtain
Equation (13) can now be used within (11) . Then, (10) along with (11) can be solved numerically. Using the numerical solutions, one can obtain the overall throughput S ¼ P L i¼1 n i ðr i Þð1 À p f ðr i ÞÞ. We used Matlab to solve the equations and obtain numerical results. We verified their accuracy using the simulation model described in Section 8. While in almost all the cases, the approximate results were within 2.6 percent of the simulation results, and a few cases were within 4.6 percent.
GENERIC DISTRIBUTED CONTENTION WINDOW (GDCW) PROTOCOL
We now present the GDCW protocol, which is potentially easier to implement compared to the GDP protocol and can be operated according to the Standard and Alternative Models. Unlike the GDP protocol, the GDCW protocol does not easily lend itself to analysis. Hence, we evaluate its performance via simulation. Similarly to the GDP protocol, nodes operate according to the state machine in Fig. 3 . Namely, nodes are assigned contention windows of different sizes according to their success or failure in the previous attempt. When a node enters an AS state, it is assigned a contention window of size w s slots. It then selects a backoff interval BO uniformly in ½0; w s and retransmits after waiting for BO slots, disregarding the status of the channel. Similarly, when a node enters the AF state, it selects a backoff interval uniformly in ½0; w f and retransmits at the end of this interval.
The GDCW protocol is generic in the sense that it can be evaluated under any combination of w f and w s . For a large value of w f and a small value of w s , the protocol captures, in a very simplistic sense, the operation of backoff mechanisms such as one used in IEEE 802.11. Hence, we refer to the operation with w f > w s as the Standard Model. When w s > w f , we refer to the scheme as the Alternative Model.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We used the analytic methods, described in Sections 5 and 6 along with extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of the GDP and GDCW protocols under the Standard Model and the Alternative Model. Analytic results can be obtained for the GDP protocol under the rings model, and therefore, we present analytic results for that case. We also present simulation results for both protocols for the more realistic disk model. Extensive additional numerical results can be found in [8] . All the reported results are obtained under the SINR model with the assumption that N ¼ 0 and ¼ 4. Throughout Sections 8.2-8.5, we assume that z ¼ 0:2 (i.e., c ¼ 5-at most five packets can be captured simultaneously). In Section 8.6, we study the sensitivity of the results to changes in z. As mentioned in Section 3, when considering the disk model, we assume that nodes are distributed in a punctured disk and that the nodes' distribution is Uniform. Namely, fðrÞ ¼ 2r=ðr 
Simulation Model
The simulation model was developed in C. It allows operating the system in different scenarios (e.g., rings model, disk model, with and without fading, etc.) and according to the different protocols. We verified the correctness of the simulation model in a number of ways. For example, we compared results obtained via simulation for the GDP protocol with the rings model to exact results obtained by the method described in Section 5.1. In all the cases, the simulation results were within 1.5 percent of the exact results. We also compared simulation results obtained for the GDP protocol with the disk model and fading to numerical results presented in [27, Figs. 4, 5, and 6] for the special case of p tf ¼ p ts . Our simulation results were within 2 percent of the results in [27] . As mentioned in Sections 5.2 and 6, once the performance of the simulation model had been verified, we also used it in order to check the accuracy of the approximation methods.
In the reported simulation results, for each data point, the simulation length was 100,000 slots. Since in the disk model, nodes are randomly placed, results presented for that model are averaged over 40 different experiments. In each of these experiments, nodes are placed differently.
Rings Model without Fading
We now present exact and approximate results regarding the performance of the GDP protocol and simulation results regarding the performance of the GDCW protocol. Fig. 6a presents the overall throughput under the GDP protocol with nodes on two rings. The maximum throughput of 2.195 is obtained for p ts ¼ 0:55 and p tf ¼ 1. At that point, p tf is larger than p ts , implying that the Alternative Model outperforms the Standard Model. Fig. 6b shows the total throughput obtained in this case by the nodes at distance r 2 ¼ 2. While the distant nodes achieve very low throughput in the Standard Model, they manage to achieve high throughput in the Alternative Model. At the operating point in which the overall system throughput is maximized, the throughput obtained by a distant node is 0.33, while the throughput obtained by a nearby node is 0.55. Hence, the Alternative Model not only improves the performance in terms of overall throughput, but also provides some degree of fairness. . We note that according to the numerical results, the throughput of the distant nodes (on r 2 ) is high under the Alternative Model, while it tends to 0 when p ts tends to 1. Hence, although the Standard Model operating point of p ts ¼ 1 has relatively high overall throughput, it is unfair.
The overall throughput under the GDP protocol with nodes on three rings is presented in Fig. 8a . The maximum throughput is obtained for p ts ¼ 0:35 and p tf ¼ 1. This again demonstrates that the Alternative Model outperforms the Standard Model. Furthermore, at this maximum point, the nodes at different distances are not starved (Sð1Þ ¼ 0:350; Sð2Þ ¼ 0:295; Sð3Þ ¼ 0:154). Fig. 8b shows the total throughput of the n 3 nodes at r 3 . It can be seen that these distant nodes benefit from low values of p ts , which reduce the chances of nearby nodes to capture the channel, and high values of p tf , which increase the number of their retransmission attempts.
Up to now, we reported analytic results regarding the GDP protocol. We also evaluated the performance of the GDCW protocol via simulation. Such results for the case in which r 1 ¼ 1, r 2 ¼ 2, n 1 ¼ 1, and n 2 ¼ 5 are shown in Fig. 9 . The figure demonstrates that the throughput is maximized when w f < w s . Namely, the Alternative Model is beneficial for the GDCW protocol as well. A similar observation can be made by viewing the graph in Fig. 10 , which has two local optimums. We note that in both of these optimums, the distant nodes are not starved.
Rings Model with Fading
We used the approximation method described in Section 6 to obtain numerical results regarding the performance of the GDP protocol in a system with fading in which the nodes are distributed according to the rings model. For example, Fig. 11 shows the overall throughput for a system with three rings. We observe that, as before, the throughput is maximized by large values of p tf and small values of p ts . Once fading is considered, the received power of a transmission from a nearby node is not necessarily stronger than the power of a transmission from a distant node. However, this does not significantly change the fact that the Alternative Model still outperforms the Standard Model. 
Disk Model without Fading
We used the simulation model to obtain numerical results for the case in which nodes are distributed according to the disk model and there is no fading. Figs. 12a and 12b show the throughput under the GDP and GDCW protocols. In both figures, there are two local optimums. One of them represents the Alternative model and the other the Standard Model. However, as before, under the Standard model, distant nodes are usually starved. Therefore, the Alternative Model is preferable. It can be seen that the results obtained for the disk model are similar to the results obtained for the rings model. Hence, the rings model provides a good approximation, while lending itself to analytic performance evaluation.
Disk Model with Fading
In Fig. 13 , we present simulation results for a system with fading in which nodes are distributed according to the disk model. It can be seen that the results are similar to the results for the nonfading case. Since the fading effect somehow averages the transmission powers, the nearby nodes do not always succeed and distant nodes may succeed despite transmissions of nearby nodes. Hence, the local optimums are not as strict as in the fading-free case. Moreover, unlike in the fading-free case, there is no local optimum corresponding to the Standard Model.
Sensitivity to the Capture Threshold (z)
We now present the throughput variation as a result of changes in the capture threshold z. We consider the GDP protocol in a system with fading in which 10 nodes are distributed according to the disk model. The values of the overall throughput for the cases of z ¼ 0:1; 0:3; 0:5; and 0:7 are presented in Fig. 14 . We observe that the cases in which z ¼ 0:1 and z ¼ 0:3 yield similar throughput figures to the case in which z ¼ 0:2 (Fig. 13a) . Hence, the results are not very sensitive to changes in z. As z gets closer to 1, the throughput graph tends to have two local maximums. This is due to the fact that as z increases, the receiver is more likely to capture only a single packet. In such a case, giving higher priority to the node with the strongest power level results in a relatively high throughput. This corresponds to having a high p ts value. Nevertheless, we see that low p ts values also result in similar throughput levels. Namely, the Alternative Model has comparable throughput to the Standard Model even when the receiver tends to lose the MPR capability.
CONCLUSIONS
The Multipacket Reception capability has the potential to significantly improve the performance of wireless networks. 
In this paper, we focused on the design considerations of MAC protocols for networks of spatially distributed nodes with such capability. It is known that standard backoff mechanisms can lead to unfairness when nodes are spatially distributed. We demonstrated that with MPR capability, these mechanisms can also lead to significant throughput loss. To deal with this effect, we presented and analyzed an alternative backoff mechanism whereby nodes increase their transmission probability after a failed transmission and decrease it after a success. Our analysis shows that in most cases, the Alternative Model outperforms the Standard Model in terms of both throughput and fairness. Hence, new MAC protocols have to be designed for MPR networks and these protocols have to divert from the traditional backoff mechanisms.
This work is one of the first attempts to understand the design considerations of distributed MAC protocols for networks with MPR capability. Hence, there are still many open problems to deal with. As mentioned above, since the objective of this work is mainly to provide insight regarding MAC for networks with MPR capability, the studied protocols do not provide a complete solution. We intend to develop more elaborate backoff mechanisms that will utilize feedback from the receiver more effectively or will estimate the number of contenting nodes (e.g., the work of [52] for the IEEE 802.11 case). These mechanisms should deal with issues such as power, rate, and congestion control that have not been considered in this work and should be evaluated using the performance measures such as throughput, delay, and fairness. Moreover, since under different settings, different values of the protocol's parameters (e.g., p ts ; p tf ; w s ; w f ) lead to optimal performance, we intend to develop distributed mechanisms that would tune these parameters to the optimal values.
Furthermore, coexistence of the new backoff mechanisms with the standard backoff mechanisms (e.g., the one used in IEEE 802.11) while MPR and single-capture systems operate in parallel requires careful consideration. Finally, in most realistic scenarios, a transmission can be received by more than one destination (i.e., by multiple receivers). This provides diversity and flexibility that can be exploited by the MAC protocol. On the other hand, a transmission can interfere with other transmissions sent to a few different receivers. Thus, designing an efficient MPR MAC protocol for a multihop setting is a challenging open problem. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
